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The characters in Great Comet live in a broken world — wartorn, filled with darkness
and malice. They find themselves, as Tolstoy writes, “seeking refuge from life.” But in this
frightening and dark world, Great Comet offers us nothing short of a way to give life
meaning. Whether it’s capturing a raucous celebration or a quiet moment of comfort
with someone in need, Great Comet celebrates the beauty of being there for the people
around you. 

In choosing a show for this semester, it was clear that our community deeply resonated
with this piece — the intricate emotions that Tolstoy’s characters feel are the same ones
we feel today. I hope you get swept away by its grandeur, its literary lyrics. I hope that
this show lets you see yourself at your most vulnerable, and makes you think about how
you can live your life more fully. 

None of us on the team were quite ready for the challenge of putting on this uniquely
ambitious show — it pushed every one of us to grow as theatremakers, artists, and people.
Our music team guided this sung-through piece, our designers and technicians created a
spectacular look and sound, our stage managers ensured the show ran smoothly from day
one, our choreographers defined a way Great Comet can move, and our producers
facilitated a show of massive scale. And of course, our incredible team of actors and
musicians gave their all to make this world feel real — notably, when our remarkable
Natasha, Olympia Hatzilambrou, suffered a last minute foot injury, she adapted her
entire performance to be given from a wheelchair.

It has been the greatest privilege to spend my time this semester (and these past four
years) making art with my dear friends. I want to offer special thanks to Aviva Ramirez,
without whose confidence I would never have directed a show, and to my sister Sophie,
who first inspired my love of theater. 

Director Note

-sam dvorak
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Much like its literary source material, the great musical challenge of Natasha, Pierre, and
the Great Comet of 1812 is its immense scale. This is true of its volume - at 27 songs,
without any reprises or interludes included to cheat, there is no doubt that the show is
entirely sung-through. However, Comet is also a work of enormous scope. Included are
sections of true electropop (The Duel), indie-folk singer-songwriter tracks (Sonya Alone),
face-melting klezmer clarinet solos (Dust and Ashes), and the truly strange and unnatural
(The Opera). Little is predictable about what comes next in this show, except that the
next song will be in a new sound world. To paraphrase Gustav Mahler, Comet is like the
world - it contains everything.

The challenge of putting on this tremendously difficult piece of theatre would only be
possible to meet with the involvement of extremely talented, hard-working, and
committed musicians. Luckily, we have filled every single spot in our cast and pit with
people who match this exact description. The capacity of everyone you’ll see onstage
today to pick up every strange time signature, odd percussion instrument, and
microtonal passage (true story) has been astonishing, and after you emerge from the
world of 19th century Russia in a few hours, we hope that you’ll keep in mind how much
of a privilege it has been to work with musicians who make Comet look so easy.

It is hard to overstate how fulfilling the process of bringing Comet to life has been. It is
magical how this show consumes you; you get past the fact that none of the lyrics rhyme,
and suddenly, you’ve become entirely entangled in the musical language of Dave Malloy.
This is our love letter to the musician who refuses to compromise to normalcy in their
quest to make moving art; to the thespian who looks for the dear, bewildered, and
awkward protagonist; to the theatergoer willing to open their heart; and to anyone who
seeks to affirm the beauty of the human condition. It’s a wonderful journey, and we’re so
excited to take you with us.

Music Director Note

-Andrew Courtney, Fahim Ahmed & lucas amory
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When Sam reached out to us about choreographing his last show at Harvard, “no” was
never an option. Sam has been trying to convince Ashley for the past four years to
choreograph one of his shows, and Caron has Sam and the Something Rotten! team to
thank for kickstarting her theater choreography journey. The entire team for this show
was so strong, so passionate, and so driven — we knew from the beginning that this
production would be mind-blowingly incredible. From the music to the staging to the set
ideas that were being proposed, we were challenged with creating a movement world in
tandem with these elements, one that would fully encapsulate this show’s themes of life,
love, mortality, and hope. 

 Besides a couple more obvious numbers like “The Ball” and “The Abduction,” at first,
this show did not seem like it asks for much choreographed movement. It certainly isn’t a
show with built-in dance breaks, kicklines, or tap numbers that we often see and love in
musical theater. However, it quickly became obvious to us that movement would be vital
given that the show is entirely sung through, where music and movement are crucially
intertwined. It was such a fulfilling creative challenge to fluidly weave in choreography
with diegetic narrative, in a show where the line between the two is so much more
blurred than usual. 

Because of how zany and wild this show is in terms of genre (in all aspects of the word),
we had to get creative with the types of movement we wanted to include and do some
extensive research for some of the numbers. We turned to videos of Russian folk dance
for “The Abduction,” and we tackled (all 6 minutes of) “The Ball” by drawing inspiration
from Bridgerton, High School Musical 3, and a ballroom dance to Taylor Swift’s “Lover”
we found on YouTube. We drew upon our combined dance backgrounds in
contemporary, open style, ballet, jazz, and more to create a strange yet somehow cohesive
combination of so many different styles, which was the only way we could properly
capture the broad range of emotions and music in Great Comet. 

It goes without saying that none of this would have been possible without a staff that was
so respectful of our creative choices and visions, and a phenomenal cast that was so
incredibly talented, willing, and dedicated to bringing our ideas to life on stage. 

Choreographer Note

-Caron Sujean Kim & Ashley Zhuang 
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Prologue

pierre

moscow
the private and intimate life
of the house
natasha & bolkonskys

no one else

the opera

natasha & anatole

the duel

dust and ashes

sunday morning

charming

the ball

SONG LIST

letters

sonya & natasha

sonya alone

preparations

balaga

the abduction

in my house

a call to pierre

find anatole

pierre & anatole

natasha very ill

pierre & andrey

pierre & natasha

the great comet of 1812

Approximate run time:
2 hours and 30 mins with a 15 minute intermission

ACT I ACT II
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Content warning: this production contains
flashing lights, simulated gun fire, attempted suicide, and sexual assault

ON THE USE OF THE WORD "GYPSY"
Our rehearsal staff and cast carefully discussed how we wanted to

handle Great Comet’s use of the word “gypsy,” which is considered a
racial slur by many Romani and non-Romani people. Dave Malloy, the

creator of the show, included this word very deliberately in “The
Abduction” (with positive connotation) and “In My House” (with

negative connotation). Our team was compelled by his intentionality —
you can read Dave’s thoughts at the following link: 

https://genius.com/10095930

SUICIDE PREVENTION STATEMENT
Suicidal thoughts can affect anyone regardless of age, gender or

background.
If you or someone you know is struggling with suicidal thoughts or

ideation, please know that you are not alone. Help is available.
The National Suicide Prevention Lifeline provides free and confidential

support to anyone in distress 24/7. You can call them at 988.
The CAMHS Cares line 617-495-2042 is a 24/7 support line for Harvard

students who have mental health concerns, whether they are in immediate
distress or not, on-campus or elsewhere.

Room 13 is a confidential, non-judgmental, non-directive peer counseling
service for Harvard undergraduates. Room 13 is open every night, 7pm-7am

in Thayer Basement B-09 and by phone at 617-366-7375.
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CAST

Anatole
Lucas Steele, who originated Anatole on Broadway,

stated that he wanted to be like Anatole. Connor

Riordan does not want to be like Anatole. You will

soon see why.

Connor Riordan

Ensemble/maidservant
Abby is a junior in Leverett House studying Integrative

Biology and Theater, Dance, and Media. She would like

to thank the Great Comet team, her family, and

friends!

Abigail White
Princess Mary/Ensemble/Roving Violin
This is Anaí’s first ever full-blown production as a

cast member. She is trying her best.

Anaí Adina Morales

Ensemble/Servant/dance captain
Anna, an astrophysics concentrator, accidentally

signed on to this show thinking it was her comet

seminar. She was mistaken.

Anna Fitzsimmons

Hélène
A Sophomore in Eliot House, Cybèle supports women's

rights and women's wrongs, for which Hélène has a

few.  

Cybèle Fasquelle Andrey / Old prince Bolkonsky
David is a sophomore in Mather studying chemistry.

Dave Malloy once said his most important character

trait is that he isn't here; he may never recover.

David Peters

Ensemble
Jillian has performed on legendary stages such as the

Loeb main stage, the Loeb ex, the Loeb RRC, the Loeb

dance studio, and that common area outside the Loeb.

Jillian Vogel Ensemble/servant
Jonathan Schneiderman (2003–present) is the 46th

President of the United States of America.

Jonathan Schneiderman

Balaga/Opera Soloist
Jordan is too out of shape for this role; he needs to do

some cardio.

Jordan Woods
Ensemble/Opera Soloist
Maddy is psyched to be back at the Loeb again this

semester singing the weirdest opera she's ever seen.

She has no idea what it's about so $5 to the best guess. 

Madeline Ranalli

Pierre
What is the definition of a gentleman? Somebody who

knows how to play the accordion but doesn’t…

regardless, Mattheus is ecstatic to be a part of this

production!

Mattheus Carpenter Ensemble/dance captain/roving violin
You have permission to laugh at Odessa's weird opera

gremlin dance.

Odessa Deng

Marya
Ria has accepted that she was meant to be fifty.

Ria Cuellar-Koh

Natasha
Olympia is a junior in Quincy with a love of bacteria

and a fierce commitment to Wiktionary. She has now

earned her sixth grade nickname, "Lympi."

Olympia Hatzilambrou
Dolokhov
Sean does not condone excessive drinking, committing

adultery, or gun violence. He also lives in the Quad.

Sean Teo Ong
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CAST
Sonya
Ria can you help me write my bio?

Shannon Harrington
Ensemble
Yirenny is very excited for her debut as part of the lower voice

ensemble. She hopes you enjoy this performance, as those empty

bottles onstage were not empty an hour ago…

Yirenny Cordero

Oboe/English horn
Dora doesn't actually know how to play oboe. She is

just acting as the character 'Oboe Player' in the show.

Dora Woodruff

PIT
Guitarist
Elizabeth is a freshman who studies music. She’s quite

frankly doing too many musical ensembles this

semester, so she’ll only be appearing for the second

weekend of shows. Blame Collegium.

Elizabeth Bennett

Viola
Eric plays music, writes, and likes computers a lot

Eric Zhang
Clarinet/Bass Clarinet
Tolstoy believed in an economic theory known as

Georgism (this is true). George thinks that's pretty

cool.

George Roggie

Upright bass
Neo is a senior concentrating in Electrical

Engineering/Chemistry and Physics. This year he plays

the violin, viola, cello, bass, piano, sings, and conducts

in different musical groups across campus.

Neo Guerrero

Guitarist
Noah would like to remind you all to silence your

cellular devices before the performance, as they are

one of his many allergies.

Noah Eckstein

Drums
Raghav is a freshman. He plays drums. He does not

know what he's concentrating in, that's a next

semester issue.

Raghav Mehrotra

Oboe/English Horn
Sunny Tang

Band Manager
Cathy is so excited not to be sitting under/facing

away from the stage!

Cathy Stanton

MD/Conductor/Piano
Lucas couldn’t decide whether to pursue piano or

conducting so Andrew made him do both instead.

Lucas Amory

Cello
Isabelle still needs to read War and Peace...especially

as an English concentrator.

Isabelle Lu
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Associate Music Director/keyboard
Kiesse was manipulated into joining yet another show

by Andrew Courtney. She also loves Moby-Dick.

kiesse nanor



STAFF
DIRECTOR
SAM DVORAK

Music Director
Andrew tried to hop into a choreography rehearsal

once, and emerged ten minutes later with three torn

ligaments and a concussion.

Andrew Courtney

Music Director
Fahim wanted to just act and not music direct this

semester, but he couldn’t say no to Director Dvorak’s

last show…

Fahim Ahmed Md/Conductor /Piano
Lucas couldn’t decide whether to pursue piano or

conducting so Andrew made him do both instead.

Lucas Amory

Associate Music Director/keyboard
Kiesse was manipulated into joining yet another show

by Andrew Courtney. She also loves Moby-Dick.

kiesse nanor

Choreographer
Caron Sujean Kim

Choreographer
Ashley Zhuang 

Technical Producer
After producing this show, Lucas will take the Great

Nap of 2023 and maybe then, yes maybe, he will feel

less tired.

Lucas Walsh

Technical Producer
Em is an individual of numerous talents. Where in the

past she has handled actor logistics, she is now

handling tech logistics instead!

Em Barnes

Stage Manager
As an astrophysics concentrator, the only reason Sio

did this show was because she saw “comet” and had to

learn more. She’s come to like the show, very much

indeed!

Siomara Caballero

Stage Manager
Grace desperately wishes there were pierogis in this show.

Grace Allen

publicity Producer
Texaco Texeira-Ramos 

Caron is honored to be working on Sam’s last Harvard show

alongside Ashley, whom she has admired for so long. She’d also

like to point out that the comet emoji looks like a meatball. Yum. 

Sam's theatrical journey at Harvard began with

dancing cows and singing vegetarians, and ends here

with a great comet and the meaning of life. His soul is

softened and uplifted, his heart newly melted.

Assistant Stage Manager
Zach hopes he will mechanically pour several

glasses into his large mouth after this.

Zach Halberstam

Assistant Music Director/sound a2
Joe Bradley

Joe couldn’t make it today

music assistant
Ben Meron

Ben does not deserve to be in the program for this awesome show.

Texaco was too busy formatting the program to

write a bio.

Ashley joined this show because her roommate made her do it, and

she couldn’t pass up the opportunity to work with Caron. She

stayed because she likes making cast do jumping jacks.
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nia weeks

Finance Producer
Ellie "Cash Money" Powell's birthday is on Tax Day.
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STAFF
Technical Director
DJ Kranchalk

Scenic Designer
Aurora is a sophomore in Pfoho… she hopes you don’t

hate purple (at least not too much).

Aurora Yin

Technical Director
Evan Howard

Evan is impressed at the incredible number and wide

variety in the platforms that this production's set

called for

Technical Director
Camtastic Parsons Muniz

Assistant Producer
Cause it's a complicated main stage production /

everyone's got nine different jobs / so look us up in the

program / Liz appreciates it, thanks a lot

Elizabeth Resner

Assistant Paint Charge
Eliza Zangerl (‘26), is an English & TDM double

concentrator,  Recent credits: Phyllis (Iolanthe), Olga

/ Paint Charge (Merry Widow), Casting Producer

(Sorcerer), & Choreographer / Co-director (Camp Rock).

Eliza Zangerl

Paint Charge
Zoë Price 

Paint Charge
Emily Dial

Lighting Designer
Isa Berliner

Isa would like to thank the color blue, Clarissa, and

the people who work at Capital One Cafe for bringing

her joy and a will to live.

Lighting Designer
Clarissa Briasco-Stewart

Clarissa lives vicariously through the actors by

learning every word of the show by heart and then

quietly singing along from the lighting booth.

Assistant Lighting Designer
Nicole Austen 

A sophomore in Eliot studying English, Nicole had so

much fun this semester learning what a “gobo” is and

proceeding to pronounce it wrong every time.

assistant Props Designer
Audrey Cheng

Props Designer
Isabelle Lu

Isabelle still needs to read War and Peace...especially

as an English concentrator.

Costume Designer
Bettie Closs

Bettie is a sophomore in Leverett House studying

Theater and Statistics. In her (nonexistent) free time,

she enjoys sewing and creative writing. Her favorite

color is purple!Assistant Costumer
Saint Browder

Saint is a sophomore studying philosophy and WGS,

living in the Dudley Co-op. They love flamboyant

clothing and spend most of their time collecting

trinkets to feed their maximalist aesthetic.

Emily is a sophomore studying philosophy. She now has

a deeper appreciation for purple. 

Assistant Costumer/Assistant sm
Leila Jackson

Leila is a first-year studying English and biology. When

not at the Loeb, she can usually be found crocheting

somewhere or consuming her fourth milk tea of the day.
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STAFF

SOUND a1
Carolyn Hao

Carolyn got lost on her way to the Agassiz for OUT

rehearsal and ended up at the Loeb. Now she designs

sound. Beep Boop.

Hair and Make Up Designer
I show up to every meeting with messy hair and no

make up on. I don't know why they recruited me but this

has been fun.

Kate Ravenscroft
Sound Designer
Sierra F.

Sierra experienced a trial by fire having The Great

Comet be the first show they ever sound designed from

scratch, and they think they did well, okay?

sound a2
Onovughakpor Otitigbe-Dangerfield

Poster Designer
Anna Gong

Anna is really liking this color scheme!

Videographer
Alexia Hartogensis

alexia is a Junior procrastinating her Applied Math

pset with learning how to use her new steady cam.

Dramaturg
Chinyere Obasi

Chinyere is a fool. He hopes his work on this production

(and his play in fall, go talk to him) allows him to be

considered a lovable one.

Dramaturg
Anna Moiseieva

Props advisor
PK Byunn-Rieder

Production Advisor
Ian Chan

Ian’s goal was to be a lurker on this show, secretly

giving a music note here or there … unfortunately, the

sound of his flapping slides gave him away.

Production Advisor
Clay Oxford

“Retired.”

Production Advisor
Stephanie Kaiser

steph and julia still share a brain cell even in a

production advisor capacity. see her bio for details.

Production Advisor
Julia Grullon

julia and steph still share a brain cell even in a

production advisor capacity. see her bio for details.

Production Advisor
Andrew Van Camp

Andrew is so excited to see all the hard work that

everyone has put in on this production come to fruition.

Enjoy!

Production Advisor
Veronica Leahy

ASL interpreter
Josh ayoub

ASL interpreter
chris robinson

ASL coach
sabrina dennison
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THANK YOU

Dave Malloy, Jeremie Lozier, Erika Bailey, Ryan McKittrick, Ryan Lemay, Callie Moos,

the ART, the cast and crew of OUT, the cast and crew of ATALANTA, AADT Board,

OAASIS, Hana Lang, Patrick Song, Callia Chuang, Zoe Weiss, Andrew Holmes, Ruth

Jaensubhakij, Ian Chan, Clay Oxford, AJ Yi, Christina Lau, Roseanne Strategos,

Aviva Ramirez, ava pallotta and Half Dozen Cronuts. 

For their contributions and support,

the cast and staff would like to thank: 

Thank you to mom, Eliza, Unkie Steve, Randy, Ingrid,

Kristin, Glen, Nugget, Rosie, Smokey and Solomon for

all your love, support and cuddles. I'm eternally

grateful. Thank you to everyone involved in Great

Comet for making this the most unforgettable

musical experience.
connor r.

Thank you Emma for keeping me sane through

the many late nights this semester.
David P.

Thank you so much to Texaco, Grace, Lucas and

Sio for all their hard work on this show. So

much went into it, we see your work! Thank you

also to Caron and Ashley for all your hard

work on making this show look as incredible as

it does, the choreo is absolutely genius and we

all appreciate your patience and diligence

working with cast.
Yirenny C.

Thank you to Emily for making the hours

in the shop fly by.
Eliza z.

Grace Allen, who was a perfect star in Atalanta

and a flawless Comet SM
ellie p. Thank you to Em Barnes, Sam Dvorak, Liz Resner

and Lucas Walsh for incessantly

reminding me to check slack.
Kate R.

Thanks to Lucas, Andrew, and Fahim for being such

good musician herders (music directors).

Y'all are awesome!
noah e. Clarissa for doing the most always.

isa b.
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THANK YOU
the first bass clarinet (r.i.p)

Dave Malloy for hating King John

50 Rubles = $1000

wholesome fresh

salty snacks

tie line

Rosco R00 Heat Shield

Lucas Steele

Working Men: The Musical

The comet

standish hall iykyk

“that’s CRAZY”

The Lemon

Tapeworms

the rizzard of oz

pocket chocolate

seeing seductress in her

candle-lighting flamethrower

empowered slut

slay of condolences

bingo card

The Harvard Callbacks

Olympia's stray earring

the light bulb we may or
may not have broken during

load-in
everyone who told Connor

to stop his Shakespeare

accent during rehearsal
“plump bare shoulders, and

much exposed breast”
the French Language

Little girls everywhere

Andrew Courtney’s third

nipple
Mattheus' sister's guitar
teacher who majored in

accordion in college
Eliot d-hall

Mattheus Jr.

Plastic Mattheus

cowbell b*tch

writhing on the floor
Ian Chan for endless

commitment to having the
dogs out

Josh Groban

*male* ensemble
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